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Abstract
We consider a singularly perturbed system where the fast dynamic
of the unperturbed problem exhibits a trajectory homoclinic to a criti-
cal point. We assume that the slow time system is 1-dimensional and it
admits a unique critical point, which undergoes a bifurcation as a sec-
ond parameter varies: transcritical, saddle-node, or pitchfork. In this
setting Battelli and Palmer proved the existence of a unique trajectory
(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) homoclinic to the slow manifold. The purpose of
this paper is to construct curves which divide the 2-dimensional pa-
rameters space in dierent areas where (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) is either
homoclinic, heteroclinic, or unbounded. We derive explicit formulas
for the tangents of these curves. The results are illustrated by some
examples.
Keywords. Singular perturbation, homoclinic trajectory, transcritical bi-
furcation saddle-node bifurcation.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the following singularly perturbed system:
_x = "f(x; y; "; )
_y = g(x; y; "; )
(1.1)
where x 2 R, y 2 Rn and (x; y) 2 
, 
  R1+n is open,  and " are
small real parameters and f(x; y; "; ), g(x; y; "; ) are Cr, bounded with
their derivatives, r  3. We suppose that the following conditions hold:
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(i) for all x 2 R, we have
g(x; 0; 0; 0) = 0;
(ii) the inmum over x 2 R of the moduli of the real parts of the eigenvalues
of the jacobian matrix @g
@y
(x; 0; 0; 0) is greater than a positive number
g.
(iii) the equation
_y = g(0; y; 0; 0)
has a solution h(t) homoclinic to the origin 0 2 Rn
(iv) _h(t) is the unique bounded solution of the linear variational system:
_y =
@g
@y
(0; h(t); 0; 0)y (1.2)
up to a scalar multiple.
According to condition (ii), for any x 2 R, the linear system _y = @g
@y
(x; 0; 0; 0)y
has an exponential dichotomy on R with exponent g > 0 and projections,
say, P 0(x). For simplicity we set P 0(0) = P 0. Let rank[P 0(x)] = p, p being
the number of eigenvalues of @g
@y
(x; 0; 0; 0) with positive real parts: we stress
that p is constant. From assumptions (ii) and (iii) it follows that the linear
system (1.2) and its adjoint
_y =  @g
@y
(0; h(t); 0; 0)

y (1.3)
have exponential dichotomies on both R+ and R ; i.e. there are projections
P and k > 0 such that
kY (t)P Y  1(s)k  ke g(t s) if s  t  0
kY (t)(I  P )Y  1(s)k  ke g(s t) if t  s  0
kY (t)P+Y  1(s)k  ke g(t s) if 0  s  t
kY (t)(I  P+)Y  1(s)k  ke g(s t) if 0  t  s
(1.4)
where Y (t) is the fundamental matrix of (1.2), and the analogous estimate
hold for (1.3). Here and later we use the shorthand notation  to repre-
sent both the + and   equations and functions. Observe that rank(P+) =
rank(P ) = p and the projections of the dichotomy of (1.3) on R are
I  [P]. Moreover from (i){(iv) it follows that (1.3) has a unique bounded
solution on R, up to a multiplicative constant. We denote one of these solu-
tions by  (t). Note that  :=  (0) satises N [P+] \ R[P ] = span( ) =
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[RP+ \NP ]?; we assume w.l.o.g. that j (0)j = 1.
As a second remark we observe that condition (i) implies the existence of a so
called local \slow manifold"Mc. I.e. there is a function v(x; "; ) dened for
x; ";  small enough, such that v(x; 0; 0)  0 and the manifold y = v(x; "; )
is an invariant centre manifold for the ow of (1.1) (see for example [2, 11]).
Moreover v(x; "; ) is Cr 1, bounded with its derivatives. Using the ow of
(1.1) we can pass from the local manifold y = v(x; "; ) to a global slow
manifold for system (1.1) which will be denoted by Mc = Mc("; ). Note
that if we assume (as in the examples in section 4) that g(x; 0; "; ) = 0, then
v(x; "; )  0.
Let xc(t; ; "; ) be the solution of the scalar ODE:
_x = f(x; v(x; "; ); "; ) x(0) =  (1.5)
So (xc(t; ; "; ); v(xc(t; ; "; ); "; )) describes the ow on the slow manifold
Mc, and (1.5) is the so called \slow time" system.
The behavior of homoclinic and heteroclinic trajectories subject to sin-
gular perturbation has been studied in several papers, see e.g. [1, 2, 4, 5,
6, 11, 13]. In particular in [6] the authors built up a theory to prove the
existence of solutions homoclinic to Mc, for the perturbed problem (1.1)
assuming conditions (i){(iv) and giving transversality conditions of several
dierent types. They rene previous results obtained in [4].
This paper is thought as a sequel of [6]. Here we assume that the \slow
time" system (1.5) is one-dimensional so that there is a unique solution
(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) homoclinic to Mc. Moreover we assume that (1.5) un-
dergoes a bifurcation for " = 0 as  changes sign. We mainly focus on the
transcritical and saddle-node case, i.e. we assume f has one of the following
form:
f(x; v(x; "; ); "; ) = x2   b(")2 +O(x3) (1.6)
f(x; v(x; "; ); "; ) = x2   a(")+O(x3) (1.7)
where a(") and b(") are positive Cr 1 functions and the terms contained in
O(x3) are Cr 1 in x, " and Cr 2 in . The aim of this paper is to derive further
Melnikov conditions which enable us to divide the ";  space into dierent
sets in which (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) has dierent behavior: it is homoclinic,
heteroclinic or it does not converge to critical points either in the past or in
the future. We stress that we have explicit formulas for the derivatives of the
curves dening the border of these sets. This is the content of Theorems 3.2,
3.5 which regard respectively the case where (1.5) undergoes a transcritical
or a saddle-node bifurcation.
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We emphasize that the assumptions (1.6) and (1.7) on f are generic.
In fact assume f = 0, @f
@x
= 0 and @
2f
@x2
6= 0 for (x; y; "; ) = (0; 0; 0; 0).
Following subsection 11.2 of [12] and recalling that v(x; "; ) = O(j"j + jj),
we see that, if @f
@
+ @f
@y
@v
@
6= 0 at (x; y; "; ) = (0; 0; 0; 0), we can nd a new
parameter  = ("; ) with Cr 2 dependence on " and  and a Cr 2 change
of variables x = x(x; "; ), so that (1.5) takes the form
_x =  ("; ) + c(")x2 +O(x3);
where c(") > 0 is Cr 1 (possibly reversing time, i.e. passing from t to  t),
and O(x3) is Cr 1 in x and " and Cr 2 in . Hence we reduce to the case
where f has the form (1.7), and (1.5) undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation.
When @f
@
+ @f
@y
@v
@
= 0 at (x; y; "; ) = (0; 0; 0; 0) (e.g. if for some physical
reasons the origin of the system (1.5) is forced to be a critical point for any
), generically we have a transcritical bifurcation. In such a case, up to a
Cr 2 change of parameters and variables we can pass from (1.5) to
_x =  x("; ) + c(")x2 +O(x3);
see again subsection 11.2 of [12]. Then passing from x to ~x = x   
2c(")
,
we reduce to the case where f has the form (1.6), and (1.5) undergoes a
transcritical bifurcation. We emphasize that in all the change of parameters
we leave unchanged the singular parameter ".
Let u("; ), s("; ) be the zeroes of f(x; v(x; "; ); "; ) = 0, and denote
by U("; ) = (u("; ); v(u("; ); "; )), S("; ) = (s("; ); v(s("; ); "; )) the
critical points of (1.1). When f is either of the form (1.6) or (1.7), (1.5)
admits two critical points for  > 0 = ", i.e. u(0; ); s(0; ) 2 R: u is
unstable while s is stable. If f is as in (1.6), the critical points u("; ) and
s("; ) of (1.5) reverse their stability properties as we pass from  > 0 to
 < 0, while if it is as in (1.7) then u("; ) and s("; ) are distinct for  > 0,
they coincide for  = 0 and they do not exist for  < 0.
Our purpose is to nd trajectories of (1.1) which are close for any t 2 R
to the homoclinic trajectory (0; h(t)) of the unperturbed system. We use the
implicit function theorem to construct Melnikov conditions which ensure the
existence of such trajectories, and which allow to say if they are homoclinic,
heteroclinic or unbounded. The techniques can be applied also to bifurcations
of higher order, i.e. when the rst nonzero term of the expansion of f in x
has degree 3 or more (obviously in this case we need to assume f at least
C4 or more in the x variable). However in such a case to obtain a complete
unfolding of the singularity more parameters are needed. In fact we just
sketch the case of pitchfork bifurcation (which however appears frequently
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when f , for some physical reasons, is odd in x for any " and ). Again,
following subsection 11.2 of [12], we see that, up to changes in variables and
parameters, we may reduce to f of the form
f(x; v(x; "; ); "; ) = [x2   a(")][x  b(")] + o(x3) (1.8)
where a(") and b(") are Cr 1 positive functions and the o(x3) is Cr 1 in "
and Cr 2 in .
The assumptions used in the main Theorems are the following:
(v) Z 1
 1
 (t)
@g
@x
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dt 6= 0
(vi)
B0 :=
R1
 1  
(t) @g
@
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dtR1
 1  
(t) @g
@x
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dt
6= @u
@
(0; 0) = 
p
b(0) ;
The paper is divided as follows. In section 2 we briey review some facts,
proved in [6]: we construct the solutions asymptotic to the slow manifold
Mc, then we match them via implicit function theorem, to construct a so-
lution (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) homoclinic to Mc. In section 3 we show which is
the behavior of (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) as " and  varies, in the transcritical and
in the saddle-node case (subsections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively).
So we give sucient conditions in order to have homoclinic, heteroclinic or
no bounded solutions close to (0; h(t)), as the parameters vary: this is the
content of Theorems 3.2 and 3.5. We emphasize that condition (v) is needed
to construct (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )), condition (vi) is needed just in the (1.6)
case, to understand the behavior of such a trajectory: no further condition is
needed for (1.7). Finally we explain how the same methods can be extended
to describe pitchfork and higher degree bifurcations in subsection 3.3. We
illustrate our results drawing some bifurcation diagrams. Finally in section
4 we construct examples for which we can explicitly compute the derivatives
of the bifurcation curves appearing in the diagrams. We conclude the intro-
duction with a remark concerning the regularity of the functions used and
constructed.
Remark 1.1. We stress that the loss of two orders of regularity just depends on
the following facts: one order is due to the construction of the slow manifold,
the other to the change of parameters that drives (1.5) either in the form (1.6)
or (1.7). If we assume g(x; 0; "; )  0 so that the slow manifold reduces to
y = v(x; "; )  0, and we assume that f satises directly either (1.6) or
(1.7), there is no loss of regularity and we may always assume f and g just
Cr with r  1, and all the functions introduced would be Cr as well.
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2 The centre-stable and centre-unstable man-
ifolds
In this section we dene the local centre-stable and centre-unstable manifolds
and we recall their smoothness properties. These manifolds are (locally) in-
variant manifolds of solutions that approach the slow manifolds y = v(x; "; )
at an exponential rate. In [5, 6] the following result has been proved.
Theorem 2.1. [6] Let f and g be bounded Cr functions, r  2, with bounded
derivatives, satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) of the Introduction and let the num-
bers  and  satisfy 0 < r <  < g. Then, given suitably small positive
numbers 1 and 2, there exist positive numbers 0, 0, "0(< 2=N , where N
is a bound for the derivatives of f(x; 0; 0; 0)), such that for j"j  "0, jj  0,
jj  0, + 2 R(P+), j+j  1,   2 N (P ), j j  2, there exists a
unique solution
(x(t); y(t)) = (x(t; ; ; ); y(t; ; ; "; ))
of (1.1) dened respectively for t  0 and for t  0 such that
ejtjjx+(t)  xc("t; +; "; )j  1; ejtjjy+(t)  v(x+(t); "; )j  1 (2.1)
for t  0, and
ejtjjx (t)  xc("t;  ; "; )j  2; ejtjjy (t)  v(x (t); "; )j  2 (2.2)
for t  0, and
P+[y+(0)  v(x+(0); "; )] = + ; (I  P )[y (0)  v(x (0); "; )] =  
(2.3)
Moreover y(t; ; ; "; ) v(x(t; ; ; "; ); "; ) and x(t; ; ; "; ) 
xc("t; 
; "; ) are Cr 1 in the parameters (; ; "; ) and for k  r 1 their
kth derivatives also satisfy the estimate (2.2) with  replaced by    k and
1 and 2 replaced by possibly larger constants. Also there is N1 > 0 such
that for t  0
ejtjjx (t;  ;  ; "; )  xc("t;  ; "; )j  N1j"jj j;
ejtjjy (t;  ;  ; "; )  v(x (t;  ;  ; "; ); "; ))j  N1j j: (2.4)
and for t  0
ejtjjx+(t; +; +; "; )  xc("t; +; "; )j  N1j"jj+j;
ejtjjy+(t; +; +; "; )  v(x+(t; +; +; "; ); "; ))j  N1j+j: (2.5)
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Following section 2.1 in [6], using Theorem 2.1 we dene the local centre-
unstable and centre-stable manifolds near the origin in Rn+1 as follows
Mculoc := f(x (0;  ;  ; "; ); y (0;  ;  ; "; )) : j j < 0; j j < 0g;
Mcsloc := f(x+(0; +; +; "; ); y+(0; +; +; "; )) : j+j < 0; j+j < 0g:
In [6] it has been proved thatMculoc andMcsloc are respectively negatively and
positively invariant for (1.1). Thus, going respectively forward and backward
in t, we can construct fromMculoc andMcsloc the global manifoldMcu andMcs,
see Lemma 2.3 in section 2.2 in [6]. ThereforeMcu andMcs are respectively
p + 1 and n   p + 1 dimensional immersed manifolds of Rn+1, made up by
the trajectories asymptotic to Mc resp. in the past and in the future.
Following the discussion after Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [6], we see that
the kth derivatives of x+(t; ; +; "; ) and of x (t; ;  ; "; ) with respect
to (; ; "; ) are bounded above in absolute value by Cke(k+1)jtj for t 2
R respectively, where Ck is a constant and  > N"0 is a positive num-
ber that satises 0 < r <  < g. Finally, because of uniqueness of
(x(t; ; ; "; ); y(t; ; ; "; )), we see that the following properties hold:
x(t; ; v(; "; ); "; ) = xc("t; ; "; );
y(t; ; v(; "; ); "; ) = v(xc("t; ; "; ); "; )
(2.6)
and
x(t; ; ; 0; ) =  (2.7)
see [6]. Since xc(0; ; "; ) = , we see that the slow manifold Mc dened by
y = v(; "; ) is contained in the intersection between Mcu and Mcs.
Exploiting section 2.3 in [6] we can dene a foliation of Mculoc and Mcsloc
as follows. Let jj be suciently small, we set
Mcu() := f(x (t; ;  ; "; ); y (t; ;  ; "; )) j j j < 0;   2 NP  ; t 2 Rg
Mcs() := f(x+(t; ; +; "; ); y+(t; ; +; "; )) j j+j < 0; + 2 RP+ ; t 2 Rg:
Using the ow of (1.1) we can remove the smallness assumption on  (but
we get 1 = 1(jj), 2 = 2(jj), N1 = N1(jj) in the estimates (2.2), (2.1),
(2.4), (2.5)).
From section 2.3 in [6] we see that thatMcu() andMcs() are p and n p
manifolds for any  2 R, and that Mcu = [2RMcu(), Mcs = [2RMcs(),
are the global centre-unstable and centre-stable manifolds dened above.
Moreover given ; ~ 2 R then either Mcu() and Mcu(~) coincide or they
do not intersect; similarly eitherMcs() andMcs(~) coincide or they do not
intersect: thusMcu() andMcs() dene indeed foliations forMcu andMcs.
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We denote by B(; ) the ball with centre  2 Rn+1 and radius  > 0.
Let A  Rn+1 be a set, we dene dist(; A) = inffj   j j  2 Ag. We
borrow from [6] a theorem which ensures the existence of a solution of (1.1)
homoclinic to Mc.
Theorem 2.2. [6] Let f and g be bounded Cr functions, r  2, with bounded
derivatives, satisfying conditions (i){(v) of the Introduction. Then there exist
positive numbers 0, "0 such that for any j"j < "0, jj < 0 there is a solution
(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) 2 (Mcs \Mcu)n Mc satisfying
lim
jtj!1
dist
 
(~x("; ; t); ~y("; ; t));Mc = 0
Moreover there is a neighborhood 
0 of (0; h(0)) such that, if (x(t); y(t)) 2
(Mcs \Mcu) and (x(0); y(0)) 2 
0, then (x(t); y(t))  (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )),
so local uniqueness is ensured.
We sketch the proof since some details will be useful later on. To prove
theorem 2.2 Battelli and Palmer in [6] look for a bifurcation function whose
zeroes correspond to solutions of the system
x+( T; +; +; "; ) = x (T;  ;  ; "; ) = 
y+( T; +; +; "; ) = y (T;  ;  ; "; ) (2.8)
where T > 0, and jj < 0. Set
K(+;  ; +;  ; "; ) := y+( T; +; +; "; )  y (T;  ;  ; "; )
They apply Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction to system (2.8) and rewrite it as
follows8<:
x+( T; +; +; "; ) = x (T;  ;  ; "; ) = 
K(+;  ; +;  ; "; )  [ K(+;  ; +;  ; "; )] = 0
 K(+;  ; +;  ; "; ) = 0
(2.9)
Using several times the implicit function theorem and exponential dichotomy
estimates, they express  as functions of the variables (; ; "; ), then 
as functions of the remaining variables, and they end up with unique Cr 1
functions (; "; ), and (; "; ) with the following properties, see pages
448-453 in [6] for more details. Set
x(t; ; "; ) := x(t; (; "; ); (; "; ); "; )
y(t; ; "; ) := y(t; (; "; ); (; "; ); "; )
;
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Then (x(t; ; "; ); y(t; ; "; )) are the unique solutions of the rst two
equations in (2.9). Hence we are left with solving the bifurcation equation:
G(; "; ) =  [y+( T; ; "; )  y (T; ; "; )] = 0 (2.10)
Following [6] and using (v) we see that
@
@
G(0; 0; 0) =   R +1 1  (t) @g@x(0; h(t); 0; 0)dt 6= 0 (2.11)
@
@
G(0; 0; 0) =  
Z +1
 1
 (t)
@g
@
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dt (2.12)
@G
@"
(0; 0; 0) =   R1 1  (s) @g@" (s) + @g@x(s)  R s0 f(t)dt ds (2.13)
where g(s) stands for g(0; h(s); 0; 0), f(s) for f(0; h(s); 0; 0). Therefore, they
apply again the Implicit Function Theorem and obtain a Cr 1 function ~("; )
such that G(~("; ); "; )  0 and
@
@
~(0; 0) = B0 :=  
R1
 1  
(t) @g
@
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dtR1
 1  
(t) @g
@x
(0; h(t); 0; 0)dt
(2.14)
@
@"
~(0; 0) =  
R1
 1  
(s)@g
@"
(s)ds+
R1
 1( 
(s) @g
@x
(s)
R s
0
f(t)dt)dsR1
 1  
(s) @g
@x
(s)ds
: (2.15)
So, if (v) holds, for any ("; ) small enough there is a unique solution of (1.1)
which is homoclinic to the slow manifold Mc, i.e.:
~x(t; "; ) =
(
x+(t  T; ~("; ); "; ) t  0;
x (t+ T; ~("; ); "; ) t  0:
~y(t; "; ) =
(
y+(t  T; ~("; ); "; ) t  0;
y (t+ T; ~("; ); "; ) t  0:
(2.16)
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us denote by
~("; ) := ~(~("; ); "; ) ;
observe that ~(0; ) = (~(0; ); 0; ) but for " 6= 0 the three functions
~("; ); ~+("; ); ~ ("; ) are distinct. We recall that ~("; ) is obtained solv-
ing (2.8), so it is a value assumed by x+ and x , more precisely
~x+(0; "; ) = x+( T; ~+("; ); +(~("; ); "; ); "; ) = ~("; )
~x (0; "; ) = x (T; ~ ("; );  (~("; ); "; ); "; ) = ~("; )
;
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while ~+("; ) (respectively ~ ("; )) is the initial condition of the solution
xc("t; ~
+("; ); "; ) (resp. xc("t; ~
 ("; ); "; )) of the slow time system (1.5)
followed by ~x+(t; "; ) for t > 0 (resp. followed by ~x (t; "; ) for t < 0), see
Theorem 2.1.
In the next section we need the derivatives of ~("; ) with respect to "
and . For this purpose we evaluate rst the derivatives of (; "; ); in fact
it is easy to check that (; 0; ) =  for any  so the derivative with respect
to  is null. Following again section 3.1 in [6] we see that
@ 
@
(0; 0; 0) = 0 (2.17)
@ 
@"
(0; 0; 0) =
R 1
0
f(0; yh(s); 0; 0)ds (2.18)
Then, using (2.14), (2.17), and (2.15), (2.18) we nd
@ ~(0; 0)
@
=
@ (0; 0; 0)
@
@ ~(0; 0)
@
+
@ (0; 0; 0)
@
= B0
@ ~(0; 0)
@"
=
@ (0; 0; 0)
@
@ ~(0; 0)
@"
+
@ (0; 0; 0)
@"
= A0 where
A0 =  
R1
 1  
(s)@g
@"
(s)ds+
R1
 1( 
(s) @g
@x
(s)
R s
1 f(t)dt)dsR1
 1  
(s) @g
@x
(s)ds
:
(2.19)
3 Existence of Homoclinic and Heteroclinic
solutions.
In this section we state and prove our main results. Since (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; ))
is constructed via implicit function theorem we have local uniqueness, see the
explanation just after theorem 2.2. Our purpose is to divide the parameters
space in dierent subsets in which the solution (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) has a
dierent asymptotic behavior.
Note that U("; ) and S("; ) change their stability properties when they
cross the lines lines  = 0 and " = 0, thus we need to argue separately in
the 4 dierent quadrants. At this point we need to distinguish between f
satisfying (1.6) and (1.7).
3.1 Transcritical bifurcation: f of type (1.6).
We observe rst that, since f satises (1.6) then
@u
@
(0; 0) =
p
b(0) =  @s
@
(0; 0) and
@u
@"
(0; 0) = 0 =
@s
@"
(0; 0):
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Let us start from " > 0 and   0. The key point to understand the
behavior in the future is to establish the mutual positions of ~+("; ) and
u("; ), while to understand the behavior in the past we need to know the
positions of ~ ("; ) with respect to s("; ). So we dene the functions J1 :
[ "0; "0] [ 0; 0]! R as follows
J+1 ("; ) =
~+("; )  u("; ) ;
J 1 ("; ) = ~
 ("; )  s("; ) (3.1)
Note that if (vi) holds
@J+1
@
(0; 0) = @
~+
@
(0; 0)  @u
@
(0; 0) = B0   @u@(0; 0) 6= 0
@J 1
@
(0; 0) = @
~ 
@
(0; 0)  @s
@
(0; 0) = B0 +
@u
@
(0; 0) 6= 0
; (3.2)
so via implicit function theorem we can construct two curves, +1 (") and
 1 ("), satisfying 

1 (0) = 0, and such that J

1 ("; 

1 (")) = 0. Then (~x(t; "; 
+
1 (");
~y(t; "; +1 (")) converges to U("; 
+
1 (")) as t ! +1, while (~x(t; ";  1 ("));
~y(t; ";  1 ("))) converges to S("; 
 
1 (")) as t!  1. Moreover
d
d"
+1 (0) =  
@
@"
~+(0; 0)  @u
@"
(0; 0)
@
@
~+(0; 0)  @u
@
(0; 0)
=   A
+
0
B0   @u@(0; 0)
d
d"
 1 (0) =  
A 0
B0 +
@u
@
(0; 0)
(3.3)
Remark 3.1. The curves +1 (") and 
 
1 (") may not intersect the open set
Q1 = f("; ) j  > 0 and " > 0g. If this is the case for any ("; ) 2 Q1
the trajectory (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) does not converge respectively to U in the
future neither to S in the past.
Let  > 0 be suciently small, and denote by
A+ = fx < u("; ) j jxj  g B+ = fx > u("; ) j jxj  g
A  = fx < s("; ) j jxj  g B  = fx > s("; ) j jxj  g
By construction s("; ) 2 A+ and u("; ) 2 B ; hence if ~+("; ) 2 A+
then the trajectory xc(t; ~
+("; ); "; ) of (1.5) converges to s("; ), while if
~+("; ) 2 B+ there is T > 0 such that xc(T; ~+("; ); "; ) > . So, if
~+("; ) 2 A+ then (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) ! S("; ) as t ! +1, while if
~+("; ) 2 B+ then there is T > 0 such that (~x(T; "; ); ~y(T; "; )) is not close
to the homoclinic trajectory of the unperturbed problem (0; h(t)) (obviously
(~x(t; "; +1 (")); ~y(t; "; 
+
1 (")))! U("; ) as t! +1). Furthermore
J+1 ("; ) = J
+
1 ("; 
+
1 (")) +
@J+1
@
("; +1 ("))(  +1 (")) +O((  +1 ("))2)
J 1 ("; ) = J
 
1 ("; 
 
1 (")) +
@J 1
@
(";  1 ("))(   1 (")) +O((   1 ("))2)
(3.4)
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From (3.2) we know the signs of @
@
J1 ("; 

1 (")); thus, exploiting these two
elementary observations we deduce for which values of the nonnegative pa-
rameters ";  the point ~+("; ) belongs to A+, B+ or coincides with u("; ),
and we obtain a detailed bifurcation diagram (we give some examples in
gures 1, 2, 3).
To complete the picture we need to repeat the analysis in the other quad-
rants. When   0 < " the critical point u is stable and s is unstable with
respect to the ow of (1.5). So we dene
J+4 ("; ) =
~+("; )  s("; ) ;
J 4 ("; ) = ~
 ("; )  u("; ) (3.5)
Thus, if (vi) holds, we can apply the implicit function theorem and construct
the curves 4 (") such that J

4 ("; 

4 (")) = 0. Moreover we nd
d
d"
+4 (0) =  
@
@"
J+4 (0; 0)
@
@
J+4 (0; 0)
=   A
+
0
B0 +
@u
@
(0; 0)
d
d"
 4 (0) =  
@
@"
J 4 (0; 0)
@
@
J 4 (0; 0)
=   A
 
0
B0   @u@(0; 0)
(3.6)
Obviously Remark 3.1 holds also in this setting with trivial modications
(and when " < 0 as well, see below). Reasoning as above and using a Taylor
expansion analogous to (3.4), we can draw a detailed bifurcation diagram
(see again gures 1, 2, 3).
When " < 0 we have an inversion in the stability properties of the critical
points of (1.1) with respect to the stability properties of (1.5). Once again
we assume (vi) and we distinguish between negative and positive values of .
When  > 0 we use again the functions J4 dened in (3.1) and we extend
the curves 4 (") to " < 0; similarly for  < 0 we use J

1 dened in (3.5) and
we extend the curves 1 ("). Note that also in these cases the derivatives of
1 and 

4 are the ones given in (3.3) and in (3.6) so the curves are C
1 in
the origin.
The bifurcation diagram changes according to the signs of the nonzero
computable constants
@Ji
@
(0; 0) and of the following computable constants
which may be zero
d
d"
+i (0);
d
d"
 i (0);
d
d"
+i (0) 
d
d"
 i (0) (3.7)
for i = 1; 4. To illustrate the meaning of Theorem 3.2 we draw some pic-
tures for specic nonzero values of the constants given in (3.7), the other
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S S
− S
λ (ε)+1
+
+
−
−
+
+
−U
λ (ε)+4
λ (ε)−4
λ (ε)+2
λ (ε)−2
I
V
V
ε
III
O
S U
S U
S U
S U
S U
IV
V
III
I
II
II
IV
λ 1(ε)
−
S U
S U
S U
S U
S U
VIII
VII
VI
IX
X
λ
λ (ε)
(ε)
+
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
X
S
U
U S
U U
U
S
λ−3
3
Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram for (1.6). Here we assume
@J1
@
> 0, and
d+i
d"
>
d i
d"
> 0) for i = 1; 4.
possibilities can be obtained similarly (not all the combinations are eec-
tively possible). In section 4 we construct a dierential equation for which
the values of these constants are explicitly computed.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that Hypotheses (i){(vi) of the Introduction hold and
that f satises (1.6). Then we can draw the bifurcation diagram for system
(1.1), see gures 1, 2, 3)
Remark 3.3. We think it is worthwhile to observe that generically, when
(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) tends to a critical point it has a slow rate of convergence.
Namely if it converges to S("; ) as t ! +1 and ("; ) 2 Q1 there is C1 >
0 (independent of " and ), such that k(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; ))   S("; )k 
exp( C1j"jt) as t ! +1. However when  = +1 (") and  and " are both
positive, we have faster convergence i. e. there is C2 > 0 (independent of
" and ), such that k(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; ))   U("; +1 ("))k  exp( "C2t) as
t! +1.
For completeness we observe that, when " = 0 (1.1) reduces to
_y = g(; y; 0; ) y(; t)bt=0=  2 Rn  2 R (3.8)
From Hypothesis (v) it follows that there are  > 0 and a unique  2 ( ; )
(which is not necessarily a critical point for (1.5)) such that y(; t) is a ho-
moclinic trajectory.
When the computable constants given in (3.7) are null we cannot draw
the bifurcation diagram in all details. However, using the expansion (3.4),
we obtain the asymptotic behavior of (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )), far from the  = 0
axis. When
d+i
d"
(0) =
d i
d"
(0) for either i = 1; 4, we cannot exactly determine
the behavior of (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) for ("; ) close to the curves  = i (").
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U U
U S
S S
+
−
S −
λ 1(ε)
+
λ 4(ε)
+
λ 1(ε)
−
λ 3(ε)
+
λ 2(ε)
+
λ 2(ε)
−
λ 3(ε)
−
+
(ε)4−λ
I
ε
λ
O
S U
S U
S U
S U
S U
IV
V
III
I
II
II
III
IV
S U
S U
S U
S U
S U
VI
IX
X
VII
X
IX
VIII
VIII
U
S
VIII
VII
III
U U
U
U
S S
S
VI
V
Figure 2: Bifurcation diagram for (1.6):
@J1
@
> 0, d
d"
 i < 0 <
d
d"
+i < 0 for
i = 1; 4 (and @u
@
> 0).
λ 1(ε)
+
λ 1(ε)
−
λ 4(ε)
−λ 3(ε)
−
λ 3(ε)
+
λ 2(ε)
+
λ 2(ε)
−
λ 4(ε)
+
+−
S U
U−
− U
S U
S−
S U
− S
S S
S U
S S
U S
S U
S U
U S
US
−+
S U
S U
+ U
S U
+ S
S U
+ U
S U
+ S
U U
S U S U
U U
S U
US
I
ε
O
II
III
V
VI
VII
IV
VIII
IXX
XI
XIII
XIV
XII
XVIII
λ
XV
XVI
XVII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
I
II
III
IV
V
S U
S U
VI
VII
IX
VIII
S U
X
S U
XI
XII
XIII
XVIII
Figure 3: Bifurcation diagram for (1.6):
@J+1
@
< 0 <
@J 1
@
, 0 <
@+1
@"
<
@ 1
@"
, and
@ 4
@"
<
@+4
@"
< 0, (and @u
@
> 0).
Similarly when either
d+i
d"
(0) = 0 or
d i
d"
= 0 for i = 1; 4, we cannot say
whether the curves i are above or below the line  = 0.
We think it is worth observing that in the previous case a new scenario may
arise. In fact a priori we could have uncountably many intersections between
+i and 
 
i . These intersections would correspond to heteroclinic trajectories
with fast convergence and following the unusual direction: when " and 
are positive the trajectory tends to S in the past and to U in the future.
So (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )), together with the heteroclinic connection between U
and S contained in Mc("; ), form a heteroclinic cycle.
Remark 3.4. Observe that the classication result can be developed also when
Hyp. (vi) is not satised. In such a case we should replace condition (vi)
with the following, which is more dicult to handle:
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ν 1(ε)
+
ν 1(ε)
−
ν 2(ε)
+
ν 2(ε)
−
+−
S U
S U
U−
S U
− S
S U
S S
S U
U S
S U
+−
S U
−+
S U
US
S U
U U
S U
+ U
S U
+ S
S U
−+
I
ε
O
II
III
IV
ν
VIVII
VIII V
IX
X
XI
XII
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
XI
XII
X
IX
Figure 4: Bifurcation diagram in the saddle node case (1.7). We have as-
sumed, @
~+
@"
(0; 0) < 0 < @
~ 
@"
(0; 0), @
~+
@"
(0; 0) < 0 < @
~ 
@"
(0; 0) (and @u
@
(0) > 0).
(vi")
@ ~+
@"
(0; 0) 6= 0 = du
d"
(0) and @
~ 
@"
(0; 0) 6= 0 = ds
d"
(0),
where @
~
@"
(0; 0) = A0 is explicitly computed in (2.19).
In fact we may use the implicit function Theorem to prove the existence
of curves "i () in the i
th quadrant, such that (~x(t; "i (); ); ~y(t; "

i (); ))
converges respectively to the unstable point of (1.5) as t ! +1 and to the
stable point as t !  1. However if @ ~+
@
(0; 0) = @u
@
(0; 0) the curve "+i ("; )
would be tangent to the " = 0 axis, so once again we could not decide the
behavior of the trajectory (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) for ("; ) close to the " = 0
axis.
3.2 Saddle-node bifurcation: f of type (1.7).
We briey consider the case where f satises (1.7) so that the origin of (1.5)
undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation. We need to introduce the auxiliary
variable  =
pjj and we observe that u("; 2) and s("; 2) are smooth func-
tions (while they are just Holder functions of ). Then both (1.5) and (1.1)
admit two critical points in a neighborhood of the origin for  > 0 and no
critical points for  < 0.
Theorem 3.2 works also in this setting, with some minor changes, but condi-
tion (vi) is not needed anymore. Once again we have to argue separately in
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 (ε)ν 1
1,u
 (ε)ν 1
2,u
 (ε)ν 2
1,u
 (ε)ν 2
2,u
SU1 U2
SU1 U2
SU1 U2
SU1 U2
SU1 U2 S U2U1
S U2U1
S U2U1
I
ε
IV
V
III
I
II
II
λ λ (ε)1s
VI
VIII VII
IX
λ (ε)3
s
O
V
III
IVX
XI
XII
U2
U1
S
U1
SU1
U1
S
VI
S
S
SS
S
S
S
S
U2
U2
S
IX
X
VIII
VII
XI
U2+
U2
XII
Figure 5: An example of bifurcation diagram in the pitchfork case (1.8). We
have assumed, A0 > 0, A

0 > 0,
@u1
@
> 0 and B0   @s@ > 0.
each quadrant of the parameter plane; we start from " and  positive, and
we dene
~J+1 ("; ) =
~+("; 2)  u("; 2) and
~J 1 ("; ) = ~
 ("; 2)  s("; 2)
and we repeat the analysis made in the previous subsection. So the solution
dened by (2.16) converges to U as t ! +1 if ~J+1 ("; ) = 0 and to S as
t !  1 if ~J 1 ("; ) = 0. We stress that @ ~

@
(0; 0) = 0 since @
@
(0) = 0,
therefore
@ ~J 1
@
(0; 0) =
@u
@
(0; 0) =  @
~J+1
@
(0; 0) :
So we can apply the implicit function Theorem and construct smooth curves
1 (") such that 

1 (0) = 0, ~J
+
1 ("; 
+
1 (")) = 0 and ~J
 
1 ("; 
 
1 (")) = 0 respec-
tively. Furthermore
d
d"
+1 (0) =
A+0
@
@
u(0; 0)
;
d
d"
 1 (0) =  
A 0
@
@
u(0; 0)
(3.9)
When " < 0   we dene
~J+2 ("; ) =
~+("; 2)  s("; 2) ;
~J 2 ("; ) = ~
 ("; 2)  u("; 2)
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and we nd again curves 2 (") such that 

2 (0) = 0, ~J

2 ("; 

2 (")) = 0 re-
spectively, and
d
d"
+2 (0) =  
A+0
@
@
u(0; 0)
;
d
d"
 2 (0) =
A 0
@
@
u(0; 0)
(3.10)
As usual the solution dened by (2.16) converges to S as t! +1 if ~J+2 ("; ) =
0 and to U as t!  1 if ~J 2 ("; ) = 0.
Obviously in both the cases for  < 0 there are no critical points and
hence no bounded trajectories close to the unperturbed homoclinic. Arguing
as in the previous subsection we obtain a result analogous to Theorem 3.2
(see Remark 1.1 for the assumptions on the smoothness of f and g).
Theorem 3.5. Assume Hypotheses (i){(v) of the Introduction hold and that
f satises (1.7). Then we can draw the bifurcation diagram for system (1.1).
If
@ ~J+1
@
(0; 0) = @u
@
(0; 0) > 0, the bifurcation diagram of (1.1) described in
Theorem 3.5 depends on the signs of the following computable constants:
d+i
d"
(0) ;
d i
d"
(0) ;
d
d"
+i (0) 
d
d"
 i (0): (3.11)
We give again one example for illustrative purposes, see gure 4.
3.3 Degree 3 or more: f of type (1.8).
In this subsection we show briey how our methods can be applied to study
more degenerate singularities. We just sketch the case where f satises (1.8),
stressing that the construction can be easily generalized to describe other
singularities, even of higher order. We denote by u1, s and u2 the critical
points of (1.5), and we set U1("; ) = (u1("; ); v(u1("; ); "; )), U2("; ) =
(u2("; ); v(u2("; ); "; )), S("; ) = (s("; ); v(s("; ); "; ))). We recall that
to achieve a complete unfolding of the singularity one more parameter is
needed. We assume w.l.o.g. that u1("; ) > u2("; ) are unstable for (1.5)
(when  > 0, they do not exist for  < 0) while s("; ) is stable for  > 0
and unstable for  < 0.
Similarly to the saddle-node case the functions u1("; ) and u2("; ) are
not smooth at the origin, so we need to introduce the parameter  =
p
. On
the other hand the function s("; ) is smooth and its derivative with respect
to  is null; so, in order to apply the implicit function theorem, we have to
work with u1("; 2), u2(2) and s("; ).
Assume   0 and " > 0, we dene the functions
J i;u1 ("; ) =
~+("; 2)  ui("; ) ; Js1("; ) = ~ ("; )  s("; )
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for i = 1; 2; obviously J i;u1 (0; 0) = 0 for i = 1; 2 and J
s
1(0; 0) = 0. We
stress that @
@
~+("; 2) = 0 for ("; ) = (0; 0). To apply the implicit function
theorem we just need to assume
(vi') B0 6= @@s(0; 0)
So we prove the existence of curves i;u1 ("), 
s
1(") such that (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; ))
converges to U i as t ! +1 when  = [i;u1 (")]2 for i = 1; 2, and to S as
t !  1 when  = s1("). If f satises (1.8) then we have @u@ (0; 0) :=
@u1
@
(0; 0) =  @u2
@
(0; 0) and @u
1
@"
(0; 0) = 0 = @u
2
@"
(0; 0), and we get:
d
d"
1;u1 (0) =
@
@"
~+(0; 0)  @u
@"
(0; 0)
@u
@
(0; 0)
=
A+0
@u
@
(0; 0)
d
d"
2;u1 (0) =
@
@"
~+(0; 0) + @u
@"
(0; 0)
@u
@
(0; 0)
=   A
+
0
@u
@
(0; 0)
d
d"
s1(0) =  
@
@"
~ (0; 0)  @s
@"
(0; 0)
@
@
~(0; 0)  @s
@
(0; 0)
=   A
 
0
B0   @s@(0; 0)
;
(3.12)
When   0 the only critical point of (1.5) in a neighborhood of the origin
is s("; ), which is unstable. So we dene the function
Js4("; ) =
~+("; )  s("; ) :
Then via implicit function theorem we construct the curve s4(") such that
(~x(t; "; s4(")); ~y(t; "; 
s
4("))) converges to S as t! +1; moreover
d
d"
s4(0) =  
@
@"
~+(0; 0)  @s
@"
(0; 0)
@
@
~0(0; 0)  @s@(0; 0)
=   A
+
0
B0   @s@(0; 0)
: (3.13)
If  < 0 < " and  6= s4(") then ~x(t; "; ) gets out from a neighborhood of the
origin for t >> 0. When  < 0 < " the trajectory (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) ! S
as t!  1.
When " < 0 as usual the critical points of (1.1) reverse their stabil-
ity behavior. When " < 0   we construct via implicit function the-
orem the curves 1;u2 ("), 
2;u
2 (") and 
s
2(") with the following properties:
(~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) converges to U i as t !  1 when p equals i;u2 (") for
i = 1; 2, and to S as t ! +1 when  = s2("). Moreover dd"s2(0) = dd"s4(0)
so s4(") can be continued for "  0 and it is smooth, and
d
d"
1;u2 (0) =  
A 0
@u
@
(0; 0)
;
d
d"
2;u2 (0) =
A 0
@u
@
(0; 0)
: (3.14)
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Similarly when both " and  are negative, we construct the curve s3("), such
that (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) ! S as t !  1; moreover d
d"
s3(0) =
d
d"
s1(0).
Furthermore (~x(t; "; ); ~y(t; "; )) ! S("; ) as t ! +1. Now, similarly to
the previous subsections, using a Taylor expansion analogous to (3.4), we can
draw the bifurcation diagram for (1.1). Once again the bifurcation diagram
depends on the sign of some computable constants, i. e. B0  @s@(0; 0),
@j;ui
@"
,
for i; j = 1; 2,
@si
@"
for i = 1; 4, see gure 5.
Remark 3.6. When f does not depend on , or anyway " is the only parameter
involved in the bifurcation, we can still perform our analysis, with some
trivial (and simplifying) changes. When both f and g do not depend on ,
we cannot unfold completely the singularity. However the behavior of the
solution (~x(t; "); ~y(t; ")) dened by (2.16) is determined in the transcritical
case by the sign of the following constants:
K+ = A+0   @u@" (0) ; K  = A 0   @s@"(0) ; (3.15)
see (2.19). E.g. if K are positive and @s
@"
(0) < @u
@"
(0), using a Taylor expan-
sion we nd that ~+(")   u(") and ~ (")   s(") are positive for " > 0; thus
(~x(t; "); ~y(t; ")) converges to U(") as t !  1 and leaves a neighborhood of
the origin for t large. Similarly when " < 0 we nd that ~+(")   u(") and
~ (")  s(") are both negative, so again (~x(t; "); ~y(t; ")) converges to U(") as
t!  1 and leaves a neighborhood of the origin for t large.
Reasoning in the same way it is easy to see that when (1.5) exhibits
a saddle-node bifurcation, then (~x(t; "); ~y(t; ")) is a heteroclinic connection
between U and S and converges to the former in the past and to the latter
in the future, since s(") < ~(") < u(") for " > 0; in fact @s
@"
(0) =  1 and
@u
@"
(0) = +1.
4 Examples.
In this section we construct examples for which the conditions of Theorems
3.2, 3.5 are fullled and the derivatives of the bifurcation curves can be
explicitly computed. Let us consider the following system:8<: _x = "

x2   ()2 + y1y2 + !(x; y; "; )

:= "f(x; y; "; )
_y1 = y2 + a
0xy1 + by21 + n1(x; y; "; )
_y2 = y1   (y1)3 + a00xy2 + "cy21y2 + n2(x; y; "; )
(4.1)
where a0; a00; b; c are constants, !(x; y; "; ) = O(xjyj) + o(x2 + "2 + 2) and
the functions n1 and n2 satisfy:
n1(x; y; "; ) = d
0xy2 + "y2k(y1) +O((+ ")jxjjyj)
n2(x; y; "; ) = d
00xy1 + h(y1) + "r(y1)e(y2) +O((+ ")jxjjyj)
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where d0; d00 constants, and h, k, r and e are smooth functions such that
h(0) = 0 = k(0), and e(y2) is even. We stress that the functions n1 and n2
play no role in the forthcoming computation. To simplify matters we have
assumed g(x; 0; ; ") = 0, so that v(x; "; )  0.
We stress that the y component of (4.1) is constructed on the unperturbed
problem 
_y1 = g1(0; y; 0; 0) := y2
_y2 = g2(0; y; 0; 0) := y1   (y1)3 (4.2)
which admits two homoclinic trajectories (1(t); 2(t)) where
1(t) =
2
p
2
et + e t
; 2(t) =  2
p
2
et   e t
(et + e t)2
and 41=2 21+22 = 0. So (t) = (0; 1(t); 2(t)) and  (t) are homoclinic
trajectories for (4.1) for " =  = 0. Note that the adjoint variational system
_y =  [@g=@y](0;(t); 0; 0)y admits the unique (up to multiplicative con-
stant) solution  (t) = (f1(t)  [1(t)]3g; 2(t)).
From a straightforward computation we nd @u
@
(0; 0) =  =   @s
@
(0; 0), and
@u
@"
(0; 0) = @s
@"
(0; 0) = 0.
From further computations we get 1(0) =
p
2, 2(0) = 0,
R
R 
4
1 =R
R 
2
2 =
16
3
,
R
R 
2
1 = 4,
R
R 
6
1 =
128
15
,
R
R 
2
1
2
2 =
16
15
,
R
R 
3
1 = 
p
2,
R
R 
5
1 =
3p
2
.
X =
Z 1
 1
 (t)@g
@x
((t); 0; 0)dt =
Z 1
 1

a0(21   41(t))  a0022(t)

dt =
=  4
3
a0   16
3
a00
Moreover Z t
0
f((s); 0; 0)ds = 
2
[21(t)  21(0)] ;
and
K =
Z 1
 1
 (t)@g
@x
((t); 0; 0)
h Z t
1
f((s); 0; 0)ds
i
dt =  8
15
(3a0 + a00) ;
L =
Z 1
 1
 (t)@g
@
((t); 0; 0)dt =  p
2
b
E =
Z 1
 1
 (t)@g
@"
((t); 0; 0)dt =  16
15
c
We stress that conditions (i-iv) are always satised and (v) holds whenever
X 6= 0, so it is in force for both  when a0 6=  4a00. Condition (vi) is
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satised whenever X 6= L. Moreover f is of type (1.6).
We just consider the bifurcation of the trajectory close to (t), the case of
 (t) being analogous. So when (v) and (vi) hold, using (2.19) we nd:
A0 =  
K + E
X
; B0 =   L
X
;
Thus, from (3.3), (3.6), we get the following:
@1
@"
(0) =
@4
@"
(0) =   K + E
L X : (4.3)
So we can draw explicitly the bifurcation diagram of (1.1), and our descrip-
tion is accurate at least at the rst order.
If we replace f in (4.1) by
f(x; y; "; ) := x2   () + y1y2 + !sn(x; y; "; )
where !sn(x; y; "; ) = O(jyjjxj)+o("2++ jxj2) and  > 0 we have a saddle-
node bifurcation, i.e. f satises (1.7). Once again condition (v) is satised
whenever X 6= 0, and using (3.9) we nd
@1
@"
(0) =  Kp
X
=
@2
@"
(0) (4.4)
So we can draw the bifurcation diagram of (1.1), also in this case.
If we replace f in (4.1) by
f(x; y; "; ) := (x  ~)(x2   ) + y1y2 + !p(x; y; "; )
where !p(x; y; "; ) = o("
2 + 2 + xjyj+ jxj3) and  > 0, we have a pitchfork
bifurcation, i.e. f satises (1.8). So we nd
@1;u1
@"
(0) =
@2;u2
@"
(0) =   Kp
X
=  @
2;u
1
@"
(0) =  @
1;u
2
@"
(0)
@si
@"
(0) =   K + E
L  ~X for i = 1; 4
(4.5)
Thus we obtain the bifurcation diagram of (1.1) in this case, too.
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